
Scarf
A little bit about

Add a subhead

: a piece of cloth worn loosely on
the shoulders, around the neck,
or on the head.



History
The modern scarf has its origins all the way in Ancient Egypt, where the first recorded
scarf was used by Queen Nefertiti in 1350 BC.
 Under the Chinese Emperor Cheng, scarves made of cloth were used to mark military
rank. Later on in Croatia, the scarf continued to play a role in military ranking, with
higher ups wearing silk scarves and lower ranking soldiers wearing cotton.
For the greatest portion of its history, the scarf was subjected to use as a sweat cloth,
or to keep clean.However, it wasn’t until the 19th century that scarves became a
popular fashion accessory.
The French fashion empire Hermes designed the first ready-to-wear graphic silk scarf
in 1837. That same year, the fashion industry in Europe and America embraced
scarves after Queen Victoria sat on her throne and popularized gorgeous silk cravats
with stunning graphic prints. The designs and fabrics used denoted class ranking, and
served to signify fashion sense.



Evolution
As scarves grew in popularity, manufacturers experimented with various types of fabrics.
These included silk, cloth, cashmere, chiffon, cotton, wool mixes, muslin, and modal. 
The original scarves are believed to have been designed from wool fibers, with more
polished versions forming in China when silk was the prized fabric.
Most pieces featured the same or similar patterns and graphics through much of the 19th
century. 
As the industrial revolution took over in the 20th century, the use of new prints and designs
came onto the scene. Once again, French fashion designer Hermes led the way towards
embellished designs printed onto beautiful handwoven silk scarves.
Today, high-end fashion designers around the world produce custom printed scarves in
collaboration with innovative designers. Graphics can be pulled from fresh artwork and
applied to premium fabrics to create one-of-a-kind designs. 



What makes scarves different from other fashion accessories?
 Utility:

Scarves serve an important dual pupose of protecting one from the sun during summers and
from the cold during winters. Over the years, scarves have become one of the most valuable
fashion accessories. In today's day, not only does it serve the purpose of just a simple wrap
around scarf but is also used as a bag, a belt, a clothing or a head band.

Draping

A scarf is an effective and flexible fashion accessory that can be styled and draped in
innumerbale ways, whether it is in the form of a bandana, a stole or a crop top. Using
different techniques of draping and tying, it is being manipulated into a primary outfit and is
not just serving a secondary pupose anymore.

Bibliography: Skarfe.com



Problems
1. Current scarf draping techniques, around the neck could lead to chocking, suffocation or
strangulation.

 In 2015, A Grade 1 student was rushed to Alberta's Children's Hospital with life-threatening
injuries. Police say the girl's scarf got caught on playground equipment, choking her and
leaving her unconscious.

To reduce the risk of choking and
suffocation injuries, the Canadian
Pediatric Society recommends that
parents avoid children’s clothing with
drawstrings at the neck.

https://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/scarf-ban-up-for-discussion-after-playground-choking-incident-1.2641951



From June 2013 to May 2015, a hospital-based prospective observational study was done.

2.  Scarves are usually donned with long loose ends hanging from shoulder to back on both sides
by both men and women causing the long scarf syndrome, which refers to the entanglement of
the scarf's free floating end into moving machinery. 

 
 

According to the results, there were 76 injuries directly related from scarf with the mean age of
patients being 32.4 years. The spectrum of injuries was diverse.



https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5392724/



Iterations

Wearing a scarf in the form of a hijab
Adding a magnetic button to the corner of a scarf to make it easier to be draped and removed

 
Most importantly, to prevent choking or suffocation



Women wearing a scarf in the style of a hijab




